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Sorry, I’m late.
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Apologizing
A

B

D

Responding to an apology

objectives



Vocabulary



Look at these six excuses for being late. Complete them with the correct words from the box.

broke down stuck in ran into lost track needed to couldn’t find

1. I __________ run an errand first.

2. I was ____________ traffic.

3. My car __________.

4. I __________ an old friend.

5. I __________ my keys.

6. I completely ___________ of the time.



PAIR WORK

Take turn asking you’re your partner why she or he is late and

giving excuses.

Example:

A: Why are you late?

B: There was a lot of traffic.



Conversation



Listen. Why is Lisa late? When will she arrive?



Conversation

Practice the conversation

Pair Work

Write the two extra sentences you 

hear in the conversation. Practice 

the new conversation.

Listen



Language Booster



Language Booster
Notice how we apologize and respond to an apology.

Sorry

I’m sorry

I’m really/so sorry
Please forgive me

Please accept my apologies

Oh, that’s OK.

No problem.

Don’t worry about it.

It happens.

Chill, mate.

No worries.

Never mind.

Responding to an apology

I’m late. I got stuck in 

traffic.

Apologizing



PAIR WORK

Take turns apologizing and responding

to apologies.



Pronunciation



Using stress and duration to convey emotion

Listen to three people say they are sorry. Which one is not really sorry?

A: • Oh, Jun. I’m so sorry.

B: • I’m sorry I’m late again. I really have a good cause this time.

C: • Well, sorry! I didn’t think you’d mind.

PAIR WORK. Practice the conversation above. Pay attention to 

correct stress.



Speak with Confidence



Write an excuse and a response for each conversation. 

Use your own creative ideas.

A: Where have you been? I’ve been here for an hour!

B: _______________________________________________

A: _______________________________________________

A: I missed you at my party last night. I was hoping to see you there.

B: _______________________________________________

A: _______________________________________________

PAIR WORK. Take turns practicing the conversations. Decide if 

your partner is really sorry or not.




